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DiVISION OF THE WATER DISTRICT 
'l1he Water District oJ' Jacksonville ., Florida consists of 
two independent sections, each provided with its own source of 
supply, pumping stations and distribution -system~ 
In this report, that part of the Wuter District looated 
Nox-th of the St. Johns River, comprising sections within City Limits 
-
covered bJr precincts Nos. 1-A to 16-C inclusive and , adjacent out-
lying precincts Nos. 41; 42, 19, 20-A, 25 and 27, is classified as 
,"Jaoksonv:l.lle Subdivision". 'rhis subdivision now secures its water 
suppl~r fl:lom wells in the vicinity of three pumping stations known 
as Main Streot, McDuff Avenue and Fairfax Street. 
That part of the Water District South of the St. Johne 
.River, covered by precincts No~. 17-A to 18-B inclusive within the 
City Limits and adjacent outlying precincts Nos. 28 and 29, is 
classified as "South Jacksonville Subdivision". This subdivision 
.now secures its watet· supply fl."O'Ill wells in the vic 1n1ty of two 
pumping stations known as Southside and River Oaks • 
. POPULATION 
The growth of the Wate!' District and number- of consumers 
securing their water supply from tl1e distribution system tributar_y 
-to the district is di!'eotly reflected in the number of active water 
accounts o:r SGrvices. The number of' active water accounts of 
Jacksonville Water Department, as gathered from the :records, by 
ye~rs, subdivisions and sections of each subdivision as within or 
outside City Limits, is recorded in Table No. 1. 
The Population of Jaclrsonville, :B,lorida and its environs, 
as reported by the U. S. C ont11.1s Bureau for 1940 and used in this 
study, is as shown on Table No. 2. 
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Correlation of these facts disclose the following increase 
in population served by Jacksonville's entire water district to be 
as follows: 
AS OF DECEMBER 51, 1940 
Jacksonville Subdivision: 
Within City Limits 
Outside n n 
South Jacksonville Subdivision: 
Within City Limits 
Outs ide " " 
162,664 
. . 4 953 
. . , 
10,540 
1,868 
Tot a 1 • • , • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ASOF DBCEMBER 31, ~941 
Jacksonvllle Subdivision: 
Within City Limits 
Outside " " 
South Jacksonville Subdlvision: 
Within City Limits 
Outside " " 
176,495 
5,373 
11,436 
2,029 
Total • • • • • • • • • • • • • • t • • • • • • 
AS OF1 tTUNE . 30, 1942 
Jacksonville Subdivision: 
Within City Limits 
Outside n " 
South Jacksonville Subdivision: 
Within C 1 ty Limits 
Outs ide " " 
Total , • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
181,453 
5 521 
-· ' .z 
• • • 
11,759 
· 2,088 
• • • 
, . 
• • 
• • 
167,617 
12,408 
180,025 
181,868 
. 13,4S5 
• 195,333 
186,9?4 
. 15,847 
.~0,3~1 
-
As of 1940 (Table No. 2) the population of 
Jacksonville and its environs was • • • • • • • • . , , 188,606 
Population served by Jacksonvllle' s entire Water 
Dis t!' ic t • . . • • . • . • . • • . • . , . . . . . • • 180,025 
Population now awaiting extenGion of Jacksonville's 
Water District , •••• , • ~ • , ••.•.••••• 8,581 
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Our forecast of futut-e population is based upon pa~t 
growth of the City; upon growth and development beyond City Limits; 
upon extension of City Limits incorporating these outlying sections; 
upoc t :l:"9 fact that suoh development will continue al:'ound the C~ty; 
upon fact t.b.at Jackoonville's indust~ial activities will increa~1e 
1!' the City becomes a termina~ port of' the Canal; ·upon fo~eoasts 
from p~evioua studies, including that of the Southern Bell Telephone 
Company, and finally that all population surrounding but outoide 
the City's corpol:'ate limits are in fact part of the City's water 
problem. 
Thia forecast of the future population of the Jacksonville 
and South Jacksonville Subdivisiontl of the WG.ter Dist:ttict and the 
enti.r-e Jacksonville Wa tex- Dist~ict i~J graphically ~1hown by Diagl'am 
No. 1. 
This fo:recast of populab:ton as relata'd to each subdivision 
to be supplied by ee.ch of the existing pumping stations up to the 
year 1970 is shown by Tubla No. 3. 
WATER CONSUMPTION 
As thG City and its environs increase in size and import-
ance, the area of the Water District ia · constantly enlarging and the 
water requirement~, increase both in use per capita and total volume. 
The measure of theso inol:'aaaing demands upon the Water 
District is reflected in the total water consumption, as is 
metered and recorded at each pumping station. The l'equittements 
fer the year 1941 for eaa·h subd1.-vision of the entire Water Di.str1ot 
by the various sources of vupply a nd pumping s~ations are tabulated 
on Tables Nos. 4 and 5. 
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Table No. 4 pl:'esents a reco.rd of the total requirements 
for the yeal:', for' each month of the year, for the maximum month, and 
also for the maximum week, during which interval on ,June 3, 1941 the 
maximum daily consumption occurred. 
Table No. 5 shows thl.s dully maximum consumption, by hours, 
both in volume of water delivered and the resulting water pressures 
maintained e.t each pumping stnti.on. These records show the maximum 
requirements that must bo ~:rupplicd during the hot dry periods that 
occur periodically in the .raoln3onville District. During this day 
of maximum demand, the total pumpage to the Jacksonville Subdivision 
by Main, McDuff and Fairfax Stations wae:1 21.35 million gallons per 
~ day, and the South Jacksonville Subdivision .roquired 3,21 million 
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gallons per day, or a total of 24.56 million gallons per day for the 
entire Water Distr•ict. During this day the period of peak demand 
occurred between 6:00 and 7:00 P.M. when the system in its entirety 
was called upon to operute at a ~ate of over 35,4 million gallons 
pe:r day. At thit.1 time the entire facilities of the Water Depaxatment 
were operated at or~ near full capacity to pt•ovi.de only for the 
domestic and indut3trial consumption. Because of this high demand 
. tho water pressul."e at the main plant dropped from a nol:'mal station 
pressure of 65 pounds to a low of 50 pounds. The Districts 
suffered not only inadequate water pressure but in many cases 
totally- inadequate supply, The outlying districts in po.rticuJar 
failed to secure e ithe:r an adaqua te volume of wa tor or insufftc ient 
pressure. If at such a tim0 a conflagration had occurred, the water 
facilities available would ho.ve beGn unable to meet the demand 
except by curtailing the supply to other sections of tho City. 
The record of what transpir0d on Juno 3, 1941--the day of 
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maximum consumption--is shown graphically by Diagram Nos . 2, 3, 
4 and 5. 
Water pressure variation as recorded at the pumping 
stations of tJ:-.1.e Jacksonville Subdivision during the Maximum Demand 
Day of June 3, 1941, were as follows: 
Lowest 
Normal Pressures Hourly Deficiency 
Tha t Should Have Prussur.-e in Water.w 
statlon Been Maintained lliordeq Pressure 
-
Main 65# 50# 15# 
McDuff 65# 43# 22# 
Fairfax 6r::.y.. vtr 42# 23# 
Tlw hourly variation in the rute of water consumption 
.. for the Jacksonville Subdivislon of the Vvuter District is shown 
on Diagram No. 2. 
The re.tos as Elhown ln. thi.n chart a.r-e the percentages 
above and below tho nvor-ago daily domand, which is 100. The dia-
grnm of percentages o.f denv..ind is be.sed on the hourly flow as shown 
by the station operating records nnd as given by Table No. !5, 
ThG peak d1:1mnnd abovo tho ave!'nge of 100 ooourring dur-
ing the hours . from 7:00 A .M. to 9:00 P.M. may be rna terin lly 
.reduced and · these poe.k demands eliminated from the pumping units 
by elevatod s.torago :reservoirs that may be fllled during the 
off-pea~ consumption period from 9:00P.M. to 7:00A.M. 
Vo.r.iat ions in water pt-e nsure and hourly demand dul:':l.ng 
this day of ma,x.imum consumpt:i.on. for tb!?J Soutr.t Jacksonv:i.lle 
Subdivision ar.~ -~hewn on Dingl:'atnd Nos. <'1: o.nd 5. 
Variation in water pressure (Diagram No. 5) botween 
Southside and River- Oak~1 is quite marked. · South~1ide, w1tho1.1t 
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elevated reserve sto.r.•nge, shows a ~ange in water prassure f:rom a 
high of 77 pounds to a low of 67 pounds, or a matter of 10 pounds 
variation. Contrasted with this, tho water pressure at River Oaks 
was maintained between 60 pounds to 58 pounda--a diffe!'ence of only 
2 pounds--throughout the day until 6:00 P.M. when the demand exceed-
ed the combined capacity of the pumping station and the 500,000 gal-
lons of elevated storage reserve. From 6:00 P.M. to 8:00P.M. the 
500,000 gallons of elevated storag0 rese .'r.ve was practically 
depleted, and the water pressure Jropped to 54 pounds, or a total 
maximum pressure variation of 6 pounds. 
The va:rint:ton in hou..t"ly demands should be supplied fttom 
storage reservolt's, either gt,ound or elevated, so that the peak 
demands do not come dj.rectly upon the source of artesian supply. 
Flow from artesian wells should be O.fl nearly uniform and continu-
ous as possible and stored d'Uring off-po&k periods so that a 
suff'iclent volume of wat0r is always available to supply the daily 
and hourly roquiromento. 
CONSUMPTION FORECAST 
The forecast of future water consumption that the two 
subdivisions of the Jacksonville Water District may be called upon 
to provide is as shown by Tables Nos. 7 and 8. These forecasts 
are basod upon the 1941 conditions and all the ratioD used are 
based upon actual Water Department Operating Records as reco~ded 
by the various tabulations previouoly discussed, with exception of 
one item, i,e., the per capita per diem consumption, This per 
capita per diem consumption is the important yardstick to be 
applied to the Population. Porecnst u.pon which thG Average Daily 
Consumption for the Year is based. 
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The increase in average dally demand is shown by compa!'-
ine; the per capi.ta per diem use fot• the years 1940 and 1941. 
The ave~nge da:l.J.y per- capita consumption for the 
Jacksonville Subdlvision during the year- 1940 was 77.24 gallons, 
and for the year 1941 this consumption had increased to 80.23 
gallons--~n increase of 3.88 per cent. During this same period, 
the South Jackflonville Subdivis:l.on showed an average daily per 
capita consumption in 1940 of 92.46 gallons, and for 1941 101,86 
gallons--an inorease of 10.17 per cent. 
Such increa~es in par capita are to be expected, as thB 
Jacksonville situHtlon ln this respect is no diffe.r-ent from other 
progress:lve growing cities of the Un:ttod States. Increase in the 
per capita use of water follows improvements in quality of water, 
and othett contributing factors t~.re modern plumbing fixtures and 
inc~eased industrial usage. 
At present, many large consume!'s of water, within the 
areas embraced by the Jacksonville Watet' District, have thei!' own 
water supplies. In the ~..'.!Jvent that the px•oposed improvement of 
providing soft water to the entire wate~ dist~ict becomes an 
accomplisr.unent, many of these private water supplies, especially 
those that are .nqw util:Lzed .for domestic and industrial require-
ments, will be abandoned in favor of water of a more desirable 
quality. 
By correlation of Fot'ecast of Populatlon and per CElpita 
consumption and the t'';l.tios based upon actual demands .that have 
occurred, and are shown by the:> data hel:'ein assembled, we estab.lish 
the Domestic Water Consumptionfl for demands #1 to 5 inclusive from 
the pt'esent and into the future up to the y0ar 1970. Howevett, 
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there is another draft, and one of extreme importance, that must 
be t~ken into account~ i.e.~ the Fire Requirements. 
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WATER SUPPLY: CITY OF JAC K3 01WILLE, PLOHIDA TABLE NOv 1 
YEAH$ 19:s2 . Tb. JUNE . 30, . 1942 
NO. OF 
YEAR ACTIVE ' WATER ACCOUNTS lNCREASE 
-
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
193? 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
-1942·:~ 
June 30, 194-2 
25,324 
25,504 
25, 74Z> 
26,137 
27 ·, 37? 
28,301 
29,545 
31,137 
32,891 
35,688 
36,691 
180 
239 
. 394 
1,240 
924 
1»244 
1,592 
1,754 
2,797 
1,003 
SUBDIV!SI01{ OP ACTIVE WATER . ACCOUNTS 
FROM 19~ .. 0 TO JUNE 30, l942 
SUBDIVISION 
As of December 31, 1940 
Jacksonville 
South Jacksonville 
Total 
As . of December . 31, 1941 
Jacksonville 
South Jacksonville 
Total 
As 6f . Jun~ 30, 1942 
Jacksonville 
South Jacksonville 
Total 
WITHIN 
CITY . LIIVIJ'J:S 
261638 
_E, 872 
31,510 
_ 3~,073 
3,116 
34,189 
31,946 
.. 3~ 204 
35,150 
OU'I1S IDE 
CITY .L!M!TS 
872 
. 509 
-
1,381 
946 
553 
1,499 
972 
.569 
1,541 
POPTJ!.AT! ON WITHiN . Cr.t'Y.. tlM!TS 
PER ACTIVE lfVAT~ ACCOUNT ( lD40 . CENSUS) 
Jacksonville 3ubdivision 
South tTack8on·\'l i.J.J. .. :; 
Entitle City 
5.68 
3.67 
5.50 
TOTAL 
29,510 
· ;;,381 
32,891 
32,019 
3,669 
35,688 
32,918 
- 3~ '773 
36,691 
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WATER SUPPLY: CITY OF JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA TABLE NO. 2 
POPULATION OF JACKSONVILLE AND SOUTH tTACKSONVILLE SUBDIVISIONS 
OF ENTIRE WATER DISTRICT AND OUTLYING DISTRICTS 
1940 U.S. CENSUS 
Dl.STRICT PR.EC !NCTS Pbi'tJtATiON TOTAL 
Within City Limits: 
. Jacksonville 1 A,B,C,D,E, 12,291 
tt 2 A, B,C 9,711 
if 3 A,B,C,D 9;263 
n 4 A,B,C,D 15,021 
n 5 A,B,C,D 20,851 
It 6 A,B,D 9,150 
It 7 A,B,C 8,271 
u 8 A,B,C,D 16·, 091 
" 
9 A, B,O 8,990 
ft 10 A,B,C 6:,965 
n 11 A,B,C 11;552 
" 
12 A,B,C 7,270 
" 
13 A,B,C 7' 621 
It 14 A·' B, C .7, 485 
II 15 A, B,C 6, ~?58 
" 
16 A, B,C _£L6$2 162,552 
South J·acksonville 17 A,B 5,036 
" " 
18 A,B 5 24?7 ' 101513 
'.Pot a 1 Population - Within Clty Limits • • • • • • .173,065 
Outlying Sections: 
Jt::~.cksonville: 
North Sid0 41 ·2,828 
No.ttth Side 42 . 871 
Northwest Sid <:) 19 1,273 
Southwest Slde 20 A 1,889 
Southwest Top 25 2,235 
South of O~tega 2 7 .. . 804 9,900 
South Jacksonville: 
Eant Side 28 2,364 
South Side 29 3 1277. 5~641 
Total Population 
-
Outlying Sections • • ' • • • 1.5, 541 
TOTAL POPULA'.PION OP JACKSONVILLE, .FLORIDA 
AND ENVmONS AS OF 1940 • . • • • • • • • • • • 188,606 
BURNS AND ROE, INC. 
POPULATION - PRESENT AND FUTURE FORECAST ~ t-3 
ALLOCATED TO VARIOUS PUMPING STATIONS AND WATER DISTRICTS ~ 
Cll q 
1941 1945 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 t-0 1-0 
Jacksonville Subdivis.ion f< .. 
Main Street 107,056 107,500 108,000 108,500 109,000 109 t 500 110,000 0 H 
McDuff Avenue 44,887 63,300 75,000 83,100 90,000 96,300 100,200 ~ Fairfax Street 29~~-p -~~Q_O 50,000 -55,~0Q 601000 64,200 66,800 
0 
t:J;j 
Total Jacksonville 
Subd i v.is.i on 181,868 213,000 233,000 247,000 259,000 270,000 277,000 :; 
a 
@ 
South JacksonYille Subdiviaion 0 ~ 
H 
Southside 7,060 7,800 9,880 13,000 16,640 20,800 26,000 t'l 
River Oaks 6,405 7,200 9,120 12,000 15,360 19,200 24,000 f;_j 
.. 
Total Sou~h Jacksonville ~ 
Subd i v.is ion · 13,465 15,000 19,000 25,000 32,000 40,000 50,000 t-+ @ 
~ 
Population of the Whole Jacksonville, Florida 
Water District 
Subdi v.is ion 
Jacks onv i Tl!.e 181,868 213,000 233,000 247,000 259,000 270,000 277,000 
South ·Jacksonville 13, .465 15,000 19,000 25,000 32,000 40,000 50.000 ~ 
to 
Total Popu1at.io.n 195,333 228,000 252,000 272,000 291,000 310,000 327,000 t-i t?=J 
~ 
. 
CA 
BURNS AND ROE, INC. 
-
WATER CONSUMPTION 
~ (Mil1ion Gallons} 
YEAR .1:941 ~ 
::::0 
South Jacksonville 
' C/l 
·Jacksonville Subdiviaion Subdivision Total Ent.ire c: 
'South- River Jacksonville ~ tU 
Mo-nth Main McDuff Fair·fax Total side Oaks ·rotal Water D.istrict ~ 
·Jan. 249.24 94.88 21.54 365_. 66 16.22 11.28 27.5,.0 
.. 
393.16 
Feb. 224.75 87.72 20.06 332.53 15.64 10.65 26.29 358.82 a 
Mar. 260. 19 81.82 46.86 388.87 25.45 11.88 37.3!3 426.20 ~-Apr. 271.32 137.94 57.79 467.05 33.46 22.55 56.01 523.06 
May. *297.78 ·*187.92 * 12tl. 90 *57?.60 *50.25 *28.94 *79.19 *656.79 fi3 June 260 .. 99 153.32 81.11 - 495.4-2 2"2.11 26.35 48.46 543.88 
July 274.55 128.54 64.15 46?.24 9.69 25.12 34.81 5-0"2.05 ~ 
.Aug. 282.5? 14'7.67 84.92 5.15. 16 25.$1 25.43 51.24 566.40 :t> 0 
Sep. 256.71 123.83 53.10 443.64 1.1. 35 22.05 33.40 477.04 ~ Cll 
Oct. 273.38 130.78 72.36 476.52 19.75 21.42 41.17 517.69 0 
Nov. 238.38 105.03 50.71 394.12 18 •. 03 15.05 33.08 427.20 ~ 
Dec;. 245.17 104. 4Q 
. .Q.2. ~.9:. ~~1 .• 6? 14.73 17.3~ 32.12 43·3. 79 H t-i 
t:-i 
Total 3135.03 1483.85 706.60 5325.4-8 262.49 238.11 500.60 5-826.08 t:tj ,... 
.Averages: 
~ Mo. 261.25 123.65 58.88 443.79 21.88 19.84 41.72 485.51 H 
Per Yr. "8.59 4.07 1.94 14.59 0.72 0.65 1.37 15.96 0 ::u 
Max. · Mo. 9.61 6.06 2.97 18.63 1.62 0.93 2.55 21.19 -~ 
MAXIMUM WEEK - JEA~___l_~~} 
Msy 30 9-.42 6.46 5.39 21.27 2. 06 1.01 3.07 24.34 
May 31 9.56 7.01 4.31 20.88 2.19 • 99 3.18 24.06 
June l (Sun) 9.13 5.81 2.68 17.62 1.78 • 90 2.68 20.30 
June 2 10.16 6.68 4.52 21.36 1.95 • 99 2.94 2"4.30 
June 3 10.09 7.31 3.95 21.35 2.17 1.04 3.21 24..56 
·June 4 9.40 6. 99 . 4.99 21.38 1.87 1. 05 2.92 24.30 
·J"une 5 10.07 6.77 4.45 21.~~ 1.81 1.20 3c<o 01 24.50 
Total 67.83 47.03 30.29 145.15 13.83 7.18 21.01 166.16 ~ lJj 
H 
Av. Day 9. 69 6.72 4.33 20. 74 1.98 1.03 3.01 23.75 fij 
~ 
• 
~ 
BURNS A.ND ROE, INC. 
CONSUMPTION AND PRESSURE ON DAY OF MAXIMUM WATER CONSUMPTION ~ (-JUNE 3:, 1941) 8 
Total ~ 
·Jacksonville "Subdivisi_on ·s. Jacksonville Subdivision Jackson- til Main McDuff Fairfax Total '"Sou~the .. iae River Oaks Total ville c::: 
Time M. G-:-Fres- ·M.G. Pres- M.G. Pre ·s- Pump- M.G. Pres- M.G. Pres - Pump- Water toO 1-tJ 
Period P.H. sure P. ·H. · sure P.H. ~ ae;e .E:J!_. ~ P.H. ~ ~ District t< 
--A.M. # # # # # 
12- 1 .29 GO .15 08 - ~ ·• 44 .• 07 f?r - 58 .07 • 51 0 
1- 2 .27 60 • 15 58 -t- 61 .42 .06 67 - 58 .06 • 48 H 
:2- 3 .30 60 • 10 58 
-
59 .40 .06 68 
- 5~ .06 • 46 ~ 
3- 4 .37 59 
-
47 
-
60 • ~7 .06 68 
-
60 .06 • 43 ~ 4 - 5 .38 59 
-
46 
-
63 • 38 • 06 69 
-
60 .• 06 .44 
5- 6 .40 58 .08 43 
-
67 .48 .06 70 .. 60 • 06 • 54 ~ 6- 7 .42 58 .28 64 
-
62 • 70 .07 70 
-
60 .07 . 7? 0 
7- 8 • 145 53 • 35 54 • 28 62 1.08 .07 69 
-
59 .07 1.15 s 8- 9 .48 52 • 38 5.3 • 28 62 1.14 • 08 69 .06 58 • 14 1.28 0 
9-10 . 48 51 • 38 51 .27 61 1. 13 .10 74 .06 58 .16 1. 29 ~ 
10 - 11 .47 52· • 38 52 .28 62 1.13 .11 75 .06 58 .17 1.30 H 
11-12 .44 51 • 38 52· • 28 62 1.10 • 11 76 • 06 58 .17 1.27 ~ 
P.M. t,J.j ... 
12- 1 • 40 51 .37 54 .27 61 1.04 • 10 77 .06 59 • 16 1.20 1-Ij 
1- 2 • 42 51 • 36 54 • 27 61 1.05 ·• 07 68 • 06 60 .13 1.18 t-4 
2- 3 • 45 52 .37 54 .2E5 62 1.08 .07 67 .07 60 .14 1.22 ~ 
3- 4 .47 51 • 38 ~4 .28 61 1.13 .09 69 .07 60 .16 1.29 ~ 4- 5 • 57 52 • 57 50 .25 56 1.19 .11 74 • 07 59 .18 1.37 
5- 6 .61 50 .47 65 .16 45 1.24 • 12 73 .07 58 .19 1.43 
6- 7 .61 50 .53 65 .. 16 43 *1.30 .10 72 • 08 56 • 18 1.48 
7- 8 • 57 50 • 52 65 • 16 42 1.25 • 13 72 .08 55 • 21 1.46 
8- 9 .43 50 .47 69 .18 44 1.08 .13 73 • 08 54 • 21 1.29 
9-10 .32 50 .36 54 .20 48 • 88 .12 74 .08 54 • 20 1.08 
10-11 • 23 51 .27 52 • 20 52 • 70 e 12 75 .08 56 • 20 • 90 
11-12 .26 62 .21 62 • 17 58 .64 .10 76 
-
57 .10 .?4 
M.G. D. : 10.09 
-
7.31 
-
3.95 
-
*21.35 2.17 
-
1.04 
-
3.21 24.56 ~ 
tl1 
Avg. 
-
53.9 
-
55.5 
-
57.2 
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-
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BURNS AND ROE. INC. 
WATER CONSUMPTION ~ t-3 
FROM PUMPING STATION RECORDS gj 
·.raeks-onv.ille Subata t ion South Jacksonville Sub. : t'll c: 
1941 Drafts in M . .G. South- River t'\j ~ R~tios~ .J~ J~e ~_e_e~~t~ge Ma.in McDuff Fairfax Total s .ide Oaks Total ~ 
.. 
Total Pumpage for 1941 3135.03 1483.85 706.60 5325.48 262.49 238.11 500.60 
Avg. Day for the Year 8.59 4.07 1.94 14.59 0.72 0.65 1.37 0 
Ratio 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. .H ~ 
Total Pumpage for Max. ~ 
MOnth 297.78 18'1.92 91.90 577.60 50.25 28.94 79.19 ~ Avg. Day of Max. Month 9.61 6.06 2.97 18.63 1.62 0.93 2.55 0 
Ratio to Avg. Day of s Year 112. 150. 154. 128. 225. 133. 185. 0 
~ 
< 
H Total Pumpage for Max. t"t 
Week 67.83 47.03 30.29 145.15 13.83 7.18 21.02 &1. 
Avg. Day of Max. Week 9.69 6.72 4.33 20.74 1.98 1.03 3.01 .. 
Ratio to Avg. Day of t:rj 
t-' Year 113. 166. 224. 142. 276. 157. 219. 0 
::0 
H 
Total Pu~page for Max. · fi? 
Day 10.09 7.31 3.95 21.:35 2.17 1.04 3.21 
Ratio to Avg. Day of 
Year 117. 180. 205_. 14"7. 300. 150. 234. 
~otal Pumpage for Max. 
~ Hour 0 .. 61 0.52 0.16 1.29 o. ~0 • 08 0.18 
Max. Hour Flow in M.G.D. 14.53 12.72 3.82 31.07 2.45 1.92 4.37 ~ 
Ratio to Avg. Day of tJj t-t Year 170. 313. 197. 213. 340. 293. 318. t-9 
z 
0 
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BURNS AND ROE, I NC . 
FORECAST OF WATER CONSUMPTION 
JACKSONVILLE SUB_DIVIS.ION 
·BASED UPON PUMPING STATION RECORDS OF 1941 
POPULATION AND PER CAPITA PER n·IEM CONSUMPTION .IN GALLONS 
1941 1945 1950 ~ 1960 
Populat.ion to be served 181,868 213,000 233,000 247,000 2.59, 000 
Per capita per diem 
consumpt.ion .in gallons 80.23 84.00 89.00 94.00 
RA'f.tOS OF C(lN$1JMPTION TO .AVERAGE DAILY RATE FOR THE YEAR 
Draft No. 
1 Average Daily Consumption for the Year 
2 " " " " " Maximum 
3 " " " " " Maximum 
4 Maximum Day Consumption fo~ the Year 
5 " Hour " " " " 
WATER CONSUMPTION FORECAST (Million Gallons per Day) 
Draf_t _N_o. 12!.! · ti.i9 l.W2 1955 
1 14.6 17.9 20.8 23.2 
2 18.7 22.9 26.5 29.8 
3 20.7 25.4 29.5 33.0 
4 21.4 26.3 30.5 34.2 
5 31.1 38.1 44.2 49.5 
99.00 
Month 
Week 
.li!?.Q. 
25.7 
32.8 
36.4 
37.7 
54.6 
ll§§_ 
270,000 
104.00 
Rat.io 
1.00 
1.28 
1.42 
1.47 
2.13 
1965 
28.1 
36.0 
39.9 
41.3 
59.8 
19'70 
277,000 
109.00 
1970 
-
30.2 
38.7 
42.9 
44.4 
64.4 
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BURNS AND ROE, INC. 
FORECAST OF WATER CONSUMPTION 
·soUTH JACKSONVILLE SU.BDIVIS.ION 
·BASED UPON PUMPING STATION RECORDS OF 1941 
POPULATION AND PER CAPITA PER DIEM CONSUMPTION IN GALLONS 
!ill 1945 1950 1955 
P<'pulat.ion to be ser-ved 13,465 15,000 19,000 25,000 
Per capita per diem 
consumption .in gallon~ 101.86 105.00 110.00 115.00 
RATIOS OF CONSUMPTION TO AVERAGE DAILY RATE FOR THE YEAR 
Draft No. 
1 Average· Daily Consumpt.ion for the Year 
!i§.9 
32,000 
120.00 
2 " " " " " Maximum ·uonth Week 3 tt " " " " Maximum 
4 Maximum Day Consumption for the Year 
5 " Hour " " " " 
WATER CONSUMPTION tORleAST (Million Gallons per Day) 
Draft No. 1941 1945 ~ 1955 1960 
1 1.38 1.58 2.09 2.88 3.84 
2 2. 5.6 2.93 3.87 5.32 7.10 
3 3.00 3.46 4.58 6.31 a. 41 
4 3.22 3.70 4.90 6.74 9.00 
5 4.37 5.03 6.65 9. 16 12.21 
li§.Q 
40,000 
125.00 
Ratio 
1.00 
1.85 
2.19 
2.34 
3.18 
~. 
5.00 
9.25 
10.95 
11.70 
15 .• 90 
!.UQ 
50,000 
130.00 
1970 
6.50 
12.01 
14.24 
15.20 
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WATER SUPPLY: CITY OF JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA DIAGRAM NO. 1 
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WATER SUPPLY: CITY OF JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA DIAGRAM NO. 2 
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JACKSONVILLE WATER DISTRICT 
LOAD CURVE OF MAXIMUM DAY 
{June 3, 1941) 
6 
A.M. 
Curve shows ·percent hourly consump-
tion of water to average of maximum 
day. 
Area above average (100~ line) shows 
capacity of elevated storage reser-
·voirs required to equalize daily 
pumping rate of maximum 4ay. The 
aggregate total capacity of elevated 
storage should be 16% of maximum 
day's consumption plus storage required· 
for fire p~otection~ 
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WATER SUPPLY: CITY OF JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA DIAGRAM NO. 3 
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SOUTH JACKSONVILLE WATER DISTRICT 
LOAD CURVE OF MAXIMUM DAY 
(June 3, 1941) 
curve shows percent hourly consump- · 
tion of water to average of maximum 
day. 
'Area above average (100% line) shows 
capacity of elevated storage reser-
voir required to equalize daily 
·pumping rate of maximum day. The. 
aggregate total capacity of elevated 
storage should be 12% of maximum 
day's consumption plus storage re-
quired for fire protection. 
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IWATER SUPPLY: CITY OF JACKSONYILLE, FLORIDA DIAGRAM NO. 4 
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JACKSONVILLE SUBDIVISION 
HOURLY VARIATION IN WATER PRESSURE AT PUMPING STATIONS 
ON DAY OF MAXIMUM DEMAND (JUNE 3, 1941) 
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WATER SUPPLY: CITY OF JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA DIAGRAM NO. 5 
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SOUTH JACKSONVILLE SUBDIVISION 
HOURLY VARIATION IN WATER PRESSURE AT PUMPING STATIONS 
ON DAY OF MAXIMUM DEMAND (JUNE 3, 1941) 
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WATER SUPPLY: CITY OF JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA DIAGRAM NO. 6 
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JACKSONVILLE SUBDIVISION 
ESTIMATED DAILY RATE OF WATER CONSUMPTION 
Maximum Day of Year 
Average Day of Year 
National Board of Fire Underwriters• 
Recommended Additional Requirements 
for Fire Protection (Daily Rate for 
a Maximum P~riod of 10 Hours) _ 
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WATER SUPPLY: CITY OF JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA DIAGRAM NO. 7 
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APPENDIX "B11 
ANALYSES 
OF 
VITELL AND O'rHER WA'l' lTil SAMPLES 
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WATER SUPPLY: CITY OF JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA APPENDIX B 
1 of 84 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM SELECTED WELLS 
TABULATION OF VALUES FOR pH, C02 AND ~S 
Location . of Well 
u.s.a.s. #137 
u ~s~.-G .s. #138 
u.s.G,s. #222 
Macclenny ~funicipal Supply 
U.S.GoS. #146 Dinsmore Dairy 
u.s.G.s. #131 
UoS.G.S. #155 Naval Air Station 
U.S.G.S. #161 " n " 
Girl Scout Camp Clay County 
U.S.G.S. #7 Green Cove Springs 
pH. 
7.50 
7.30 
7.45 
7.25 
7.25 
7.30 
7.40 
7.40 
7.65 
Air Base 7.60 
Well #17 w.s.P. 773-C 7.80 
U.S.GoS. #52 Hilliard 7.40 
Well #14 W.S.P. 773-C Callahan7.25 
U.S .G .S. #44 A .C ·.L. R .R. Yulee 7.30 
U.S.G.S. #123 Jacksonville #20 7.30 
U.SoG.S. #8 st. Johns County 7.25 
U.S.G.S. #39 Rayonier #1 7.25 
U.S.G.S. #58 Rayonier #6 7.25 
Duval #145 Ocean Way School 7.30 
River Oaks Pumping Station Jackson• 
ville 7.40 
Well at Confederate Park " " 7.35 
4 Well composite Main p .S. n " 7.30 
3 Well composite Fairfax Sta.n " 7.30 
Murray Hill S·tand-by Jacksonville 7.35 
Naval Air Base new well #3 7.55 
J. P. Daniels Well Jacksonville 7.60 
-
7.0 
14. 
7.0 
13. 
25. 
17. 
9.0 
9.0 
4.0 
4.0 
3.0 
13. 
18. 
17. 
14. 
15. 
18. 
18. 
16. 
10. 
13. 
13. 
14. 
11. 
7,0 
5.0 
~s 
-
1.4 
1.3 
1.0 
o. 
2.5 
1.9 
1.2 
1.2 
0.2 
1.0 
o. 
* n.d. 
2.0 
2.0 
1.5 
1.4 
2.1 
2.4 
* n.d. 
1.4 
1.6 
1.5 
1.6 
1.2 
t%:'. 
o.s 
* Wate~ failed to ciear even after long pumping, so it was not 
possible to determine H2S on aocount of FeS from well easing. 
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APPEND IX "C" 
'VARIATIONS IN WELL WATER CHARACTEHISTICS 
IN 
NORTHEASTB~RN \;LORIDA 
( 
WATER SUPPLY: CITY OF JACKSONVILLE, PLORIDA 
GENERAL DISCUSSlON CF .ENTIRE AREA 
APPENDIX C 
1 of 4 
Plates A, B, C and D have been prepared to present in 
g~aphic form the general relationships which exist throughout an 
area whioh included Duval, Nassau and Clay Counties and the 
Northern portion of St. Johns County, The plates are based upon 
data obtained from the oomplete ohemical analy-sis of water fr-om 
77 wells or, in a few oases, g!:'oups of wells, included within the 
area. All of the wells selected are known to penetrate the Ocala 
formation and to y:1.eld water fl:'om the permeable zone of that 
aquifer. In a few cases, wells have been deepaned and probably 
yield a considerable portion of their flow from the lower or 
~ "Middle Eocene" formation. 
w 
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In any evaluation or interpl"etatlon of the general rela-
tionships brought out on these p1a. tos, two facts .must be kept in 
mind. In the first place, whilo, aa statod above, all the wells 
were known to penetrate and do~ive at least the mnjo~ po~tion of 
their water from the Ocala formation, except those which penetrate 
the Middle Eocene and probably derive most of their water from 
that formationtr ThG quality of the watel" will depend to a certain 
extent upon the depths of the individual wells, amount of casing 
used, method of well constjruction, and possibly other faotol:'s. In 
the second place, the distri.bution of the wells is not pel"feotly 
unifol"m throughout the area studied and the boundar-ies of some of 
the outlying zones have been located on the basis of very meager 
information. Howevel", the above statements may be applied, to a 
greater or lesser degree, to all hydrological investigations of 
this genel"al character and it is felt that in this instance the 
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WATER SUPPLY: CITY" OF JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA APPENDIX C 
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data are sufficiently extensive and representative to make possible 
a fairly accurate picture of the situation .. 
Plate 'A presents the results of the compl~te chemical 
analysis of the water from 49 wells or groups of wells in graphic 
form, Analytical results are plotted in milliequivalents, positive 
ions on the left and negative ions on the right, This method of 
presenting the nnalytioal data makes it possible to compare the 
various waters, not only with respect to their relative content 
of any given ion but also as to their general chemical cha~acter. 
Plate B is a base map showing the location of each of 
the ?7 wells, the analyses of whose water• form the basis for Platee 
C and D. On Plate B the first number at each well is the total 
hardness and the second number the ooncentl:'a tion of sulfate ion, 
both expressed in parts per million, Plate C shows the va~iation 
in the total hardness of water from the Ocala formation throughout 
the area and Plate D represents in similar fashion variations in 
the content of the sulfate ion. 
Since the passing of rook into solution is a chemical 
reaction wh:lch takes place very slowly, it is very probable that 
the amount of hardness in the water is generally proportional to 
the time that the water has been in contact with the rock. Al-
though the speed of flow through the rock must vary considerably, 
the time of trnvHl through the rock and consequently the dissolved 
mineral matter should bear some ~elation to the distance traveled. 
It has shown in the discussion of recharge (page 10 ) 
that artesian water in Cla.y County is nearer to its reoharge area 
than is similar water in Duval or Nassau Counties and consequently 
should be less highly ·mineralized, which is found by chemical 
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WATER SUPPLY: CITY OF' JACKSONVILLE 1 PLOR:tDA . APPENDIX C 
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( ana lysis to be the case. 
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If this theory is true, it is to be ex pee ted that as the 
water gets nearer to the Ocean the more highly mineralized it will 
become. This too, is confirmed by the analyses. 
Based upon thGse plat0s and upon the analytical data 
presented in Appendix A, the following statements may be made and 
the following conclusions arrived at: 
1. Throughout most of Clay County the water from the Ocala 
formation has a total hardness of less than 100 parts 
per million, practically all of wh:tch is carbonate hard-
2. 
3. 
ness. 
The total hardness of the water increases steadily fx-om 
South to North and f:r.om West to East, the increase from 
West to East being much la.r·g er e.nd more abrupt than 
South to North, 
About 30 PG~ cent of thu entire area is in~luded in a 
zone in which the hardness ve.r ie s from 200-300 ppm and 
in most of which it is from 250-300 ppm. The present 
Jacksonville well field lies enti~ely within this area 
and a very few of the wells have a total hardness 
slightly in excess of 300 ppm, 
4. Around St. Augustine, sea water appears to be entering 
the Ocala formation so that water from it has high 
salinity. The deepest of the wells in this area as 
... . 
shown in Appendix A, Nos. 44, 45, and 46 is 520 feet. 
The intrusion is the.t'efore very shallow. At Parris 
Island, North Carolina, the Ocala formation has become 
salted but Middle Eocene formation remains normal and 
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WATER SUPPLY: CITY OF JACKS01TVILLE, FLORIDA APPE1IDIX C 
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from it the United States Marine Training Station 
derives its water. 
This salt intrusion has had no apparent eff~ct on the 
water at Savannah less than 30 miles away, even though 
the "cone of deprossion" stands at 50 feet below sea-
level, 
The cause of the salt intrusion at St. Augustine is 
unknown but, since it is about 40 miles South of 
Jacksonville, it is believed to have no import to it, 
oxc0pt as a caution against unocientific and uncontrolled 
well development. 
5. Except for the area around St. Augustine, referred to 
above, and a few scattered wells along the Coast, the 
chloride content of the a~tosian water throughout the 
area . is so low an to be of relatively little significance 
and there lo no evidence of "salting" except as noted 
above. 
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MAP SHOWING CHEMICAL 
COMPOSITION OF 
ARTESIAN WATER 
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PLATE B 
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PLATE C 
MAP SHOW ING ZONES 
OF TOTAL HARDNESS 
OF ARTESIAN WATER 
FROM OCALA FORMATION 
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PLATE D 
MAP SHOWING ZONES 
OF SULFATE HARDNESS OF 
ARTES IAN WATER FROM 
OCALA FORMATION AS 
INDICATED BY SYMBOLS 
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WATER SUPPLIES AVAILABLE TO JACKSONVILLE, 
THEm TREATMENT AND COST 
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WATER SUPPLY: C I'IY OF JACF',SONVILLE, li1LOHIDA 
CHEMICAL CHARACTER . OF St.JRFACE. WATERS. Iif JACKSbNv!tt~ AREA 
(a) Physical, Chemicai .and .Baoteriological Quality 
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Water from Black Creek, Yellow Water Creek and Sal Tayl.or 
Creek may be considered as typical of the surface run-off from the 
area West and Southwest of the City and including the Southwestern 
tip of Duval County and most of Clay County. Samples 78-83, 
Appendix B, collected by the United States Geological Survey as 
indicated, show that at tho time of collection it was quite uniform 
in chemical quality, lt is very soft, all samplos having a hardness 
of less than two g~ains per gallons, but possesses a high organic 
colo:r. This colot•, sometimos l"eferred to as "tannic acidn oolor, 
~ is derived from thG leaf mold, palmetto roots and othor organic 
w ~ material ovota and through which the wnto1 .. pasrJea. While no bac-
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teriological analyses of this water are available, it is believed 
that the "coli index" and the "mont proboblc number" of this sur-
face supply would be relatively low, well within the limits for 
water which may be satinfactorily handled by modorn treatment 
methods, Most of the water• shed is a par so ly settled Hnd ther-e 
are no known induDtrial wastes being added ot the present time. 
(b) Variability of Quality 
A complete discussion of this point would necessitate 
regular and frequent test~ over a period of at least a year, and 
these are not available, However, several cities in the South-
western part of the state, namoly Tampa, Br•ndenton, Arcadia and 
Punta Gorda have for some years used treated impounded surface 
waters as municipal supplies and the authors are intimately 
familiar with the problems wh:l.c ~!:l havo been fJncountered with these 
supplies. This expel"ience will be drawn upon in those po~tions 
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of this report dealing with surface water and its treatment unde~ 
Flo~ida conditions. 
During the rainy season of summer and e~rly fall, such 
water will be softest but will possess very high organic color. 
Tastes and oddrs will be relatively low. 
Dut'ing the dry months of late fall, winter and early 
spring, flow of shallow ground water into the storage rese:rvoitts 
is greater than surface flows and the hardness usually shows 
some increase but rarely if ever reaches values requiring soften-
ing. Tampa is an exception to this rule, due to the fact that most 
of the dry weather flow of the Hi-llsboro River is from limestone 
spraings yielding hard water. It is almost certain that softening 
would never be t:tequired in tt1e cnse of wa tet' fl"om Black Creek and 
its tributaries, should this ffupply be developed. 
(c) Probable Changes in Quality upon Storage in Natural 
Surface Roserv~ 
One effect of storage of 
large volumes of sur.-face wutet• behind dams would be to reduce 
seasonal variations and make the overall chemical quality of the 
water mora uniform. Photosynthetic reactions carried on by algea 
would pr-oduce daily and seasonal changes in alkalinity and pH 
value. 
2. Color It is almost universally true that the 
color of water is reduced by storage. This is due in pa~t to 
biochemical processes, in pa'r.t to natural sedimentation and in 
part to bleaching by sunlight. 
3. Tastes . and Odors The development and intensity 
of tastes and odors in wate't· stor·ed ln sur-faco reservoirs under 
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Flot"ide. conditions depends upon many factors and no two situations 
are the same. Sto~age of necessity must be shallow, which means 
that the usual "spring overturn" and "fall overtu!'n'• which occur in 
deep reservoirs in the No~th will not occur. If the storage 
reservoir is not completely st~ipped, the prosonoe of organic 
mattGr resulting from vegetation killed by flooding will be a 
factor. The most important single factor, however, is the pT'olific 
and abundant growth of algea usually present in such reservoil:'s 
and imparting to the wator tastes and odors which may and usually 
do vary from timo to time both in character and in intensity. 
This factor is tho one which presents the greatest problem in the 
successful treatment of such waters for munJ.cipal supply. 
CHEMICAL TREATMENT OP Sli'RFACE WATER 
(a) Segu~ric6 6f Ne6o~sa~y O~~~ations 
In softening water by either the lime-aoda or Zeolite 
process, the relationships between the hardness removed e.nd the 
amounts of chemicals required to remove it are quantitative. It 
is thus possible, f~om a complete chemical analysis of a hard 
water, to calculate within close limits the necossary softening 
dosages and oosts. However, in the case of the treatment of soft 
surface wators, this is not possible, In such cases the object 
of treatment is not the removal of hardness but the removal of 
turbidity, organic matt0r,' bacteria and other organisms, colot', 
taste or odor. In the esse of a reservoir impounding surface 
water from Black Creek, Sal Taylor Creek and Yellow Water Creek, 
all of the above would have to be removed from water so collected. 
Unlike thu removal of hardness, the raemoval of the above 
listed constituents is not a stoichlomotl:'ic p:rocess and the 
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treatment of such waters may not be calculated in advance but must 
be determined in each individual ease by laboratory and pilo-t·· plant 
experimentation. Furthermore, since the physical, chemical and 
baoteriological quality of ouch waters may vary within wide limits 
during a calendar year, it ia obvious that the treatment must be 
' continuously adjusted to meet these changing conditions. It is 
therefore not possible for us to submit a statement of necessary 
dosages and costs for treating this surface water which could be 
considered as in any sense exact and definite, 
On the other hand, two of the authors have had wide and 
var•ied experience in the treatment of a considerable numbel:' of 
such waters, many of them in Florida and ~ome of them closely 
similar in physical and chemical quality to the supply under con-
sideration. In some oases cost data on the treatment of these 
waters are available. Based upon these data and experiences, we 
have tabulated the dosagen ~..tnd costs for the complete treatment 
of this surface supply. It is our opinion that they may be con-
sidered as of the corr•ect order of magni.tude and that they may be 
used as a basis for comparing the cost of treating the surfacA 
supply and the cost of softening the preEient well supply. 
The estimated dosages and costs to ' be given arc based 
upon the following sequence operations: 
1. Aoration. 
2. Coagulation with alum for color removal. 
3. Use of activated carbon for control of tastes 
and odors. 
4. Stabilization with hydrated lime. 
5. Filt.ra tion. 
6. Sterilization with a®nonla and chlorine. 
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Based upon the above sequence of treatment operations, 
the estimated dosages and costs are as follows: 
Quan. 
570# 
125# 
170# 
2# 
20# 
Chemical 
17% filter alum at $32.00 per ton 
Activated carbon at 6¢ por lb. 
Hydrated lime at $14.00 per ton 
Liquid ammonia at 20¢ per lb. 
Liquid chlorine at 3¢ per lb. 
Estimated cost pf.lr Million GHllons 
Costs Per 
Million Gallons 
$ 9.12 
7.50 
1.19 
.40 
. • 60 
$18.81 
This estimate doefl not include lubor, maintGnance or interest and 
amortization on necessary investment. 
(c) Quality of Treated 'Na~ 
The hardness of the surf'nc(~ nupply treat0d as outlined 
above woulcl be lfJSS than that of the noftenod well water and 
would p~obably avorago about 50 ppm or 3 g~ains per million. Its 
colo!' would be approximately 10 on the standard platinum-cobalt 
scale. Threshold odor would be be low 5. It would be stabilj_zed 
to minimizo corrosion and its bacteriological quality would be 
such as to meet the Treasury Oepartment standards. 
CHEMICAL QUALITY OF PP.ESENT ARTESIAN SUPPLY 
(a) Hardness and Salinity 
At the present time the munic1pa~ supply is derived f~om 
some 25 wells, supplying water to 5 pumping stations ao located as 
to best meet the demand. The wells vary greatly in age and tn 
depth and some of the older wells have been deepened in recent 
years in an attempt to increase their yield. The water f~om all 
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of the wells is of tho same general type and deviations from the 
mean value for any constituent are not large except in a very few 
cases. This is clearly shown in Appendix B which presents 
condensed data obtained from chemical analysis of water from 
several individual wells and some composite analyses of these and 
all other samples of water referred to in this report will be 
found in Appendix B. 
The first ten samples of Appendix B may be taken as 
representetive of all of the Jacksonville wells. Weighting the 
fi!tst three samples accorrling to the number of wells represented 
and averaging all values, the following mean values are obtained 
and may be considered as co~reotly ~eprGsenting the chemical 
quality of the present supply~ 
Parts 
Per 
Constituent Million Gr[Gal. 
Carbonate hardness as calcium carbonate 133 7.8 
Non-carbonate 
" 
n it 
" 160 0.3 
- -
Total fl 
" " " 293 17.1 
Non-hardness Salinity as Chloride Ion- 13 0.8 
The wate~ is quite hard, as shown, 46 per cent of the 
total hardness being carbonate hal::'dness and 54 per cent being 
non-carbonate hardness. The non-hardness salinity, exprertf:\en. as 
chloride ion, is so low as to be of no significance as far a fl the 
quality of the water is concerned. This very low value is of 
greatest importance in anothel" connection to be discussed later. 
(b) pH, C02 and H2s 
Results of each of these determinations are of little 
value unless the tests are made on the water o.s it flows from the 
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well and before it comes in contact with tha atmosphere. Accord-
ingly, as a part of this investigation, a portable field laboratory 
was assembled and all of the above determinations made at the 
respective wells at the time large aamples were collected for com-
plete chemical analysis. The results are given in Appendix B, 
page 1. Six of the samples shown in this table are f~om individual 
city wells o~ composite samples, as indicated, and inspection of the 
results of these six samples, ~epresenting twelve oity wells, show 
them to be practically identical with ~espect to pH value, free 
C02 and H2s. The signifieanoe of each of these values to the 
present problem w~ll be discussed at appropriate points in the 
report, 
(c) Effect of Heavy .Dra!!_Upon ·chemioal Quality 
The original piezometric surface of tha artesian water 
under the City of Jacksonville was approximately 60 feet above mean 
sea•level. The most recent esti~qte of the United States Geological 
Survey* ia that the present withdrawal from all wells within the 
City Limits of Jacksonville is about 35 million gallons per day 
and this great draft has lowered the original piezometric surface 
about 30 feet so that it now stands about 30 feet above mean sea· 
level at the lowest point of the cone of depression. It is possible 
to state quite positively and definitely _that this ever inc~easing 
withdrawal, great as it is, has to date produced no significant 
changes in the chemical quality of the water. Samples 13 ann 14, 
Appendix A, were analyzed in 1930 and samples 15 and 16 in 1922. 
·:1- Stringfield, V.T., Warren, M.A., and Cooper, H.H,, Jr. 
"Artesian Water in the Coastal Area of Georgia a.nd 
Northeastern Florida" - Economic Geology XXXVI, 698 
(1941). 
,------------------------------------------------; 
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Inspection of the values for both hardness and chloride ion show 
them to be almost identical with averaged values given in Appendix 
B of thls report. As a matter of factt the analysis of Jacksonville 
tap water made in 1922 by the United States Geological Su~vey yields 
a slightly higher valu0 for every constituent than the present 
average analysis. This decrease in mineral constituents is due to 
the relatively large proportion of water with lower chemical 
values coming from the Middle Eocene and which has lesseneo the 
mine~al content of tho mixture. 
(d) Variations in Quality with Depth of Wells 
It has proved to be exceedingly difficult to assemble any 
~ considerable amount of data bearing on this important point oue to 
w 
~ the methods of well construction which have been employed, not only 
0 
z 
< ~ in Jacksonville but throughout the ent:tre area under study. The 
0:: 
:J 
m procedure followed in most cases haa been to case the hole until 
the top of the Ocala formation is reached and then to seat the casing 
on the first hard solid stratum in that formation. Dl'illing is then 
eon.tinued until the upper permeable aqulfer is encountered and the 
desired flow obtflined. Most of the wells throughout the a~ea are 
of this type • However, tho City has dccponed some e levan of the 
older wells to depths varying from 1215 feet to 1356 feet. The 
depth of the casing in these wells has not been increased, however, 
so that the new flow represents a mixture of water from both the 
uppe~ and the lower permeable formations. 
There is some definite evidenoo to indicate that the 
chemical quality of the water from the lower or Middle Eocene forma-
tion is better' than that from the overlying Ocala. The fact~ which 
suggest this possibility are the following: 
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1. The water from the new Roosevelt Hotel well (Sample 
12, Appendix B), having a depth of 655 feet and therefol:'e pl:'obably 
penetr-oting the top of the Ocala to a depth of only about 150 feet, 
is deflnitely har•der than tho municipal supply, exceeding it by 39 
ppm. 
2. Tho water from Jacksonville Well No. 7 at Hubbar-d and 
Confederate StreetE (Sample 8, Appendix B) is definitely ann signi-
ficantly softer than that from any other well or reservoir in the 
City water system which we have tested (Sea page 27}. Its total 
hardness of 246 ppm is 47 ppm or nearly 3 grains per gallon less 
than the average hardness. This fact becomes even more significant 
when it is noted that the recorded pressure of this well averages 
about 16 feet higher than that of the other wells in the City sys-
tem. It is realized that these facts may be purely coincidental 
but, on the other hand, it mo.y bu thttt, for E:ome reason not yet 
established, this well is yielding all or nearly all of its water 
from the Middle Eocene and at the pressure exis~ing in that 
aquifer • 
. 3. Composite _samples of water from wells supplying the 
Hendricks A""~:renue and River Oaks pumping stations (Samples 1 and 2; 
Appendix B) have a total hardness about one grain per gallon above 
the municipal avornge. The River Oaks Station lms no well which 
has been deepened and the Hendricks Avenue Station has one of three 
but its yield in 1941 was loss than that of either of the undeepened 
wells. 
The four wells in Jacksonville, shown in the table, are 
not drilled to the deeper formations and are approximately of the 
same depth as the five wells at Hendricks Avenue and Rive~ Oaks, 
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South Jacksonville which have an average depth of 984 feet. The 
total har-dness av ~)ra g6 or thes0 wells is 229 ppm as agulnst 311 ppm 
average for South ,Jacksonville wells. This compnrison further indi-
cates that the Ocala formation has ha-rder water than the deeper 
Middle Eocene formation. 
Gampla Total 
(ApEeridix B ~ pepth na~dness 
4 Jacksonville Well #11 
Seventh and Hogan. Creek 1015 296 
5 Jncksonville Well #20 
Huron and Btjnvor 1079 291 
9 Jaok:.:J onville Vv'al1 #29 
Third ~nd Sj.lver 1048 304 
10 Jac ks.onvi.lle Well #28 
I•,ourth anq Pc;m r-1 1009 304 
Average: 1038 299 
The hardness of the mixBd wat;o.l? f:r-om tho Fairfax Stetion 
(Sample 3, Appendix B) is l~'S ppm or nQarl;~t one gt~nin per gallon 
less than the n ver.-ag -: ::. c One of its throe· wells has been deepened 
and this well iri 1941 had the :t.tighest drz1.lly yield of any well in 
the enti~e system. 
Snmple 11, Appendix B, refers to an analysis of tap water 
in tho State Board of Hoalth Laboratory in 1941 and the har•dnees 
shown in 18 ppm less tl"m.n the average value. Due to _ its locat:t.on, 
the State Boar-d of Henlth probably draws its we.te:r f'ttom tne Main 
StreGt Station, coven of whosB wells rmve been deoponed. 
REASONS VvHY THE CITY OF JACI\:JON\TILLE SHOULD KJ\ VE A SOFT .......,. ____________ ~.._.. ... .........._. ............. , - • ...;n.. • .. ----
WATER · 3UPPLY 
The past t~l~ronty yen:rs have wj, t;n~ssccl a steadily increasing 
demand on part of consumettH ln thi.n countr~r fen"' water wh:i.ch is not 
only safe from the standpoint of health ·but which is also of high 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------' 
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phys ioal and ohen1ical quality, particularly with respec-t to hard-
ness. During thi[i period mflny hundreds of municipal water 
treatment plants of various typGs have be0n conetructod throughout 
the United States, many of them :tn Florida, where progress has been 
especially rapid. An authot~ito.tive picture of the present situation 
in Florida is given in a compl0te * census of water treatment plants 
in the United Staten publif<Jhed :tn November 1942 by the United States 
Public Health Service, 
This very recent and completely authoritative survey 
reveals tho fact that although the census of 1940 placed Florida 
twenty se-venth of the forty eight stt;ttes with a total population 
of 1, B97, 414, sho !'anlts. third among all the st~1 tes in millions of 
gallons of watel? softened per day in mun:tcipal plants and e:tghth 
in nun1ber of municipal softening plants. Of a total urban popula-
tion, some 704,000 sre supplied with treated water by 71 plants of 
various types. Of thGSe 71 plHnts, 23 are softening plants having 
a rated capacity of about 70 M.G.D. and an a vet-age total daily 
output of 46.14 M.G.D. 
The Jacksonville supply is unique in that it is the 
largest public supply in the United States obtained ent itte ly by 
ne.tu.r-al flow from al•tosian wells. The cost of softening this 
suppl;)r is th0refore much more easily justified than in ca~je of 
supplies whoso production cost is higher. In opite of thi~ fact, 
the ve'ry hard urtGsinn supply :.i.s still used with no treatment other 
than aeration and sterilization. Jac!!19nv111e is the only· City · in 
Florida having a popul.i1·tion __ ..9! . @_o,oao ·£t_ over "vhioh· supPlie.~. hard 
·:~ nA Summary of Cennus Dnto on Water Treatment Plants in the 
United Statesn U.S. Pu.blic Health Service. Publio 
Health Reports. Volume 5'7, pp. 1.679 - 1694, November, 1942. 
( 
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water to its citizens. These facts, together with the very large 
economic savings which would result from a change to soft water, 
constitute ample justification for tho addition of plant facilities 
for water softening as soon as conditions agu_in become no.rmal and 
the needed materials are available. 
(a) Economic Savings 
A change to soft water on part of a municipality brings 
about a number of different savings, the most important of which is 
the decrease in the amoun·t of soap consumed. It is not the purpose 
of this report to onter into a discussion of all of these savings. 
They have been fully discussed and evaluated by ·~rOloen. It will 
~ be of interest., however, to set forth the savings which would be 
~ effected due to decreased soap oo~sumption should the present 
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untreated well supply be softenHd to a final hardness of 85 ppm or-
five grains per gallon. These calculations are based upon the 
average hardness of the present supply of 293 ppm, upon a p~esent 
average consumption of 18 M.G.D., and upon a present population of 
approximately 180,000. 
The most generally used formula for calculating soap 
consumption is that of ·=~~~ Professor Foulk~ 
S : 2 + 0.2 H 
Wher() S = pounds soap required to reduce hardness of 
1,000 gallons of water one part per millfon 
H = hardness re<?uction in parts per million 
* "Benefits and Savings from Soft0ned Water for Municipal Supply" 
H. M. Olsen - Journal of the American Water Works Asso~iation. 
Volume 31 - pp 607 - ,~39 ( 1939). 
~~* "Industrial Supplies Bulletin No. 29" - Goo logical Survey. 
State of Ohio - Prof~ss · o~ C. W. Poulk. 
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The table which follows is b~sed upon Foulk's formula 
and an average daily use of one gallon of water per capita for all 
laundering, dishwashing, cleaning and bathing where soap is re-
quired: 
well 
will 
With 
TABLE OP SOAP SAVINGS ...._ ........... _...._. __ .• ..
Savings in Soap Costs. for F,amil:r of Five by. Softenins 
varyins.Htirdness . of Water . to B5P~P~M. 
Annual Savinss 
Raw Water Har-dness . Dollars 
P. p. M • gr.zGal. Pounds · @ 16iLLb. 
150 8.7£ 24 $ 3.84 
200 11.68 42 6.72 
250 14.6 60 9.60 
300 17.52 ?8 12.48 
350 20.44 96 15.36 
400 23.27 114 1B.24 
450 26.28 132 21.12 
500 . 29.2 151 24 .. 16 
550 32.12 169 27.04 
600 35.00 187 29.92 
Reference to the table shows that softening the present 
supply, with a hardness of ?93 ppm, to a hardness of 85 ppm 
save 75 pounclg of soap pe~ year for each family of 5 persons. 
soap at 16¢ per pound the annual saving per famlly of' five 
amounts to $12 .oo. Based upon a population of 180,000 or 3nJ 000 
families, the annual saving amounts to the impressive tota 1 of 
$432,000,00. It may be stated at t h,.s pol.nt that actual sur-veys 
which have been made of annual soap sales in cities before and 
after softening the nn..tnlcipal supply have validatc?d the calculations 
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which have been u.sed. 
In addition to the saving in soap by use of soft water, 
a very considerable number of other advantages are realized. No 
attempt will be m&.de in this r-eport to evaluate the savings thus 
effected, although it may b0 stated that they are large. It will be 
of interest however to list a few of the most important: 
1. Longer life of linens and c lathing. 
2. Elimination of housohold water· softeners and 
groat reduction in cost of operation of 
industrial water softeners. 
3. Decl~eased plumbing rapair bills. 
4. More eff:tc ient operation of hot water hea te:rs. 
5. Increased consumption of soft water. 
To soften one mill:ton gallons qf the present artesian 
supply to 5 gratns in an industY'ial Z0olito softener requit'es 
5,400 pounds of salt costing at present pt•:Lces about $50.00. 
There are man~r industr•1.t:t1 consum0rs in Jaol::sonville whose individual 
savings on the above h o.i3if; vvould a.mount to hundreds of dollars per 
m-onth. 
(b) Fu tut' e Indru:; tr ia 1 Deve 1onmont 
---~--- . -
rr:het'G at•e many reasons for' the stat(~ment that the City 
of Jacksonville will probably experience gre~tor industrial 
development than en~r other oit~r in the state, yet, no single 
facto~ is more impor.atant and e5sant1al for. Sl.lch develppmont than 
a soft water supply. This fact is so well known tha.t it requires 
no discussion and stands out a:.-l e.noth(:>r 1~euson why the City should 
assur-e itself of' such a supply wh(-)n it again becomes possible to 
do so. 
( 
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Tlw aoathetic advantages resulting from the use of soft 
watet' may not be evaluated in ter·ms of dollars and cents and yet 
they are very rE-ntl and very important to the average consumer. In 
this connection it must bo raemembnrod that F'lorida is a toul"ist 
state and that tTacksonvi.llo is the gatGway through which a large 
percentage of theso tourists enter the state. The great majority 
of these visitors como from soft water areas and their reaction to 
the usG of hard water is immodiato and unfavorable. This is 
probably one of the ma:i.n reasons why, c~r:: shown. in this report, many 
Florida c itics J:].ave made such outstanulng progress in municipal 
~ water softening in t-ecent years. Th~:) City of Jacksonville cannot 
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affo~d to longer postpone taking this important forward step in 
her development. 
SOFTENING PRESEi'lT SUPPLY OF LIME-SODA . PROCESS 
...... ........,.., ........... -..,_.._.__.~ ............... 
Before a softening operation of the magnitude of present 
one is undertakon, it is customary to caPry on pilot-plant 1.nvest1-
gations to determine the best Gequenco of operations and to secure 
fairly accurate cost data. One of the authors of this ~aport was 
in charge of such u pilot-plant study for the City of Tampa and 
another of the authors is now carrying on similar atudies for the 
City of IVIiumi. Accordingly, while the statements and oalculations 
which follow are not l 1 epresented as being, and cannot of necessity 
be, definite and exact~ they are nevertholoss believed to be fairly 
close and the statements with .t~espect to the quality of the treated 
water may be taken us definlte and exact. 
Modern lime-soda softening, us represented by the 
( 
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largest recent installt.1.tions, involves the following sequence of 
operations: 
1. Aoration, with or without forced draft, as may 
be dotormined by tests. · 
2. Softening in high-rate up-flow units provided 
with designed facilities fol."' providing rapid 
mixing, conditioning by contact with highly 
concentt1 &ted used .sludge, nnd sedimentation. 
3. Recarbonation. 
4. Filtration. 
5. Sterilization. 
(b) .29sagos ·.2Jllem1.cal Costs 
The following calculatiqns arc bttsed upon 'the treatment 
~ as outlined above, as:.1ume average performance data and a t~eated 
L1i ~ water properly stabilized and having o. totnl hardness of 8.5 parts 
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per million or 5 grains per gallon. 
~uantitv 
1360 lbs. 
1100 lbs. 
70 lbs. 
7 gal. 
2 lbs. 
8 lbs. 
Chomico.l 
---
90% unglakod lime a.t r~lO,OO per ton 
58% light soda ash at $30.00 per ton 
17% filter alum at $32.00 por ton 
#2 fuel oil at 6¢ par gal. 
Liquid ammonia at 20¢ per lb. 
Liqu. id chlorine at 3rJ per lb. 
Total 
(c) Quality of Treated Watet:, 
Cost Bar 
Million 
Gallons 
~p 6. 80 
16.50 
1.12 
.42 
.40 
.24 
~~25 .48 
The water produced by the above process will have a. 
total hardness of 85 parts pe~ million or 5 grains per gallon. It 
will have no color, tanto, odov or turbidity; will be stabilized to 
prevent both corrosion and after-p~ocipitntion; will conform in 
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every respect to the Treasu~y Department Standards fo~ water to be 
used in inter-sttlte ca~riel''S; and wlll meet all of the physical, 
chemical and bacteriological req1.tit.tements of the Plorida Stat.e 
Board of Health. 
The lime-soda p_t~oceEls of softening involves a rather high 
capitol cost as well a~ operating cost. It requires carefully 
technical supervision for sutisfactory results. 
The process is not well suited to a system with several 
sources of aupply but rather to a single source where only one 
plant is involved and where management and supervision costs will 
be a minimum. This pl,.ocess :ts not advocated for Jacksonville un-
less it ie impossible to obtain n source of brine or nalt at low 
cost. 
ZEOLITE SOFTENING 
The use of Greensand Zeolite ns a softening agent is best 
suited to all th0 exist:tng conditions provided the salt requit"ed 
for regeneration of' Zeolite can be obtained at low cost from wells. 
That salt brine can be so obtained is believed by the Florida State 
and U.S. Geological Survey Officials. 
Salt has been obtained in a deep well at Hilliard, 
Flo~ida"-leBs than 30 miles Northwest of Jacksonville. A Zeolite 
softening plant is in operation at New Smyrna, Florida-~about 15 
miles from Daytona Boaoh--using salt obtained from deep WGlls at 
the plant. Salt has been obtained fl'om deep wells at widely 
scattered locations in Florida, indicating n general salt water 
zone under- much of the sto.te at not pt•ohibiti·tJe depths. Using the 
Zeolite process with salt wnte.r.l f!"om wells o.s a regonet-a~ive agent, 
at the oont of pumping only, the cost of water treatment 1.s lower 
( 
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than with any other pl~ocesn. The j,.nve~tment cost -will not exceed 
$60,000 per million gallons per day o.f softening capacity. The 
attendance cost in reasonable and there is littlo other operating 
expense except pumping cost, depr.coio.tion and maintenance. 
If Greensand zeolitG is usod, the loss of material would 
be small--less 'than 3 per cent per yea~. 
The process is simple and, if the best control apparatus 
is used, there is no need for highly skillod operato!'s and oon:'3e-
quently the labor cost is n minimum, 
This proceas is in suocossful operation at many places, 
notably at New Smyrna, Plorida, where the operating c9nditions are 
~ similar to those at Jacksonville. It it1 1:'eCOil11~ended s.s tho cheapest 
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and best method of softening to use under th(~ existing c onditiona. 
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